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Managing Fraud Risks
The downside of the get-rich-quick social revolution.
Or how good ethics management can make an impact
on your bottom line
By Peter Humphrey

I

have spent the last ten years investigating cases of fraud
and corruption in multinational operations in China and
elsewhere in Asia, and I see a clear and ever present danger
facing companies who do not take adequate preventive
measures.
One such case involved a fast moving packaged consumer
goods manufacturer where staff in almost every department
colluded with a counterfeit syndicate to produce fake products
and inject them back into the firm's distribution channels
alongside genuine product. People in procurement, packaging,
sales and distribution, in the warehouses and in trucking, and
even in the R&D department, were in on the act. They even
had a business plan with annual production and sales targets.
The entire racket was masterminded by the firm's former HR
manager. This explosive mix of faking, supplier-purchaser scams,
distribution fraud, and technology theft forced the ¿rm, at great
cost, to restructure its China business, terminate agreements
with bent suppliers, staff, and distributors and end numerous
partnerships. Needless to say, it was a painful episode.

Collected kickbacks
Another case involved a well-known warehouse supermarket chain. One of its senior buyers, who we shall codename
Anita in this article, pocketed the equivalent of 30% of all the
buying transactions that she handled. She controlled a valuable
chunk of the buying operation in dry foods and alcoholic drinks.
She collected kickbacks, gifts and allowances from vendors;
she favoured companies that she had set up in the names
of her mother and her boyfriend as her employer's suppliers,
companies without any physical existence. She ran scams with
rebated goods; she manipulated the electronic price system. In
the end she was caught and ¿red because her boyfriend's wife
blew the whistle on her!
In yet another fiasco, a multinational auto accessories
maker hired a handsome and bright young man (let's call him
Bill) to be its lead sales manager in China. Immediately, Bill secretly started a company run by his brother Fred, and Bill then
transferred product know-how to this family ¿rm. As Bill's company grew, Bill also transferred management know-how. After
about seven years, Bill persuaded his employer to form a joint
venture with his family ¿rm, while still not disclosing his interest
in it. Thus he continued secretly to feed and grow his family
business. He set up subsidiaries and inserted them into the
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chain as suppliers of his employer. He copied the multinational's
products, and targeted their customers for OEM work. After 10
years, Bill's ¿rm had grown into a serious competitor. Bill then
quit the multinational and began openly to run his own ¿rm. His
firm had achieved vertical integration of coating, components
and ¿nished goods
It formed a holding company and prepared to list on
China's stock market. Bill's products compete head-on with
his former employer in the marketplace with considerable cost
advantages. For a decade, though, his employers did not know.
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Head of¿ces are often blind
In all these cases the victims had neglected basic business
controls and measures to reduce the risk of this type of disaster
occurring, and they had been slow to react when the ¿rst signs
of the problem became obvious. The high incidence of fraud in
China, roughly four times as high as the US, occurs against the
background of a get-rich-quick social revolution and economic
development phase that has spawned a high incidence of
graft in both the public and private sectors. Not only that, due
to the culture gap between many multinationals and their
China operations, it is often hard to detect and respond to the
challenges of white-collar crime.
That gap is one of the single most important factors. No
foreign culture and language can be more remote and more
difficult to grasp for western multinationals than the Chinese
culture. Multinational head offices and their representatives
are often blind to what is happening inside their own China
operations. This blindness creates opportunity and temptation
for unscrupulous individuals to commit fraud, thinking, often
correctly, that they will go undetected. Very few multinationals
bridge this gap well.
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mechanisms to detect or avert fraud, are being embraced in a
more integrated way.

Outlaw unethical behaviour
Greater efforts are visible among many companies to introduce or strengthen a Code of Conduct or Code of Ethics by tying
it into employment contracts as well as contracts with suppliers
and distributors, to outlaw unethical behaviour, especially
collusive activity between staff and business counterparties.
The more advanced companies are drilling the code of ethics
into their workforce and associated firms through ethical
awareness and compliance training.
Whistle-blowing hotlines, usually established by big firms
on a global basis, have been found inadequate to deal with
operations in China due to cultural and language differences.
A global ombudsman sitting half way round the world fails
to understand the special traits of China. But there needs to
be a reliable channel for staff, suppliers, dealers, partners,
customers and other stakeholders to report ethics concerns
to appropriate people in the organisation. Some ¿rms are now
therefore setting up special hotlines to exclusively handle China
complaints. All these are welcome developments.

Missing hands-on posture
Very often head of¿ce or a senior expatriate manager fail
to show an adequately hands-on posture, they do not show
that they actually care about their operation, they are unable
to reach out to all levels of employees, and they over-depend
on a single point of reporting – usually a local hire with good
English – to provide them with information about the operation.
This person gathers too much unchecked power and controls
the whole business: language, connections to government,
internal network, external social network, direct contact with
suppliers, direct contact with distributors, and loyalty from
other staff within the company. Conversely, junior employees
wishing to express ethical complaints often have no channel
to communicate with head of¿ce or with the senior expatriate
managers even if they want to report problems. This creates
fertile ground for deception and fraud. Companies must tackle
this risk through a healthy and balanced approach towards
the local vs. expat ratio, HR management, screening, training,
checks and balances, and internal controls.

China: fraud equal to 16% of GDP
Add to this "gap" problem the mentality that has seized
many people in this society in recent times and the tremendous
social pressure felt by many people here – especially the young. Money brings prestige, and many people are prepared to
take shortcuts to own houses, cars and luxury goods. Scholars
at Beijing's prestigious Tsinghua University have estimated
that the equivalent of 16% of China's GDP is lost to fraud and
corruption each year, compared with an estimated 4% fraud
rate in the United States.
Faced by such challenges, more companies have recently
been adopting broad-based ethics control programs to prescreen employees, vendors, distributors and prospective JV
partners or acquisition targets. We have also seen a signi¿cant
rise in compliance audits. In short, due diligence, background
vetting, robust responses to violations of internal controls
or to unethical conduct, and the provision of early warning

Key Measures to Prevent Fraud
• Background screening of staff, vendors, distributors, resellers
etc
• Due diligence beyond the balance sheet – check the
people
• Strengthen internal controls & monitoring
• Check compliance with internal procedures
• Educate your staff in local and international laws, ensure
compliance
• Conduct internal audits, fraud risk assessments, process
reviews
• Impose a Code of Ethics (COE) and bind it into all
contractual relationships
• Hold ethics awareness training to drill the COE into staff
and partners
• Use a whistle-blowing hotline and treat ethics complaints
seriously
• Introduce checks and balances to prevent crossdepartmental collusion
• Show a hands-on management style
• Use clear and visible deterrents, punish the violators
• Be on guard against alternative loyalties centering on
cliques
• Cultural differences must be well managed, avoid "them
and us" syndrome
About author
Peter Humphrey is the founder and Managing
Director of ChinaWhys, an advisory firm promoting business ethics and transparency. He
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䖛এⱘकᑈ䞠ˈ៥ϔⳈ䇗ᶹⷨお䎼݀ৌЁҹঞ
Ѯ⌆݊ᅗഄऎ䖤㧹Ёߎ⦄ⱘℎ䆜Ϣ㜤䋹Ḝ՟Ǆ៥থ⦄ᇍ
Ѣ䙷ѯ㔎У䎇乘䰆ᮑⱘ݀ৌᴹ䇈ˈ亢䰽ᰒ㗠ᯧ㾕ᑊ
Ϩྟ㒜ᄬǄ
݊Ё᳝ϔ䍋Ḝ՟⍝ঞϔᆊᖿ䗳থሩⱘࣙ㺙⍜䌍ક⫳ѻଚǄ
䆹ॖଚݙ䚼ˈТ᠔᳝䚼䮼ⱘਬᎹ䛑⍝ႠϢ䗴؛䲚ಶⳌ࣒㒧ˈ䖯
㸠ݦ؛ଚકⱘ⫳ѻˈᑊৠᯊᇚ䖭ѯ䌱કϢⳳકᦎᴖϔ䍋ˈᡩܹ
ࠄ݀ৌⱘߚ䫔⏴䘧Ǆ䞛䌁ǃࣙ㺙ǃ䫔ଂǃߚ䫔ǃҧ䌂ǃ䋻䖤ˈ⫮
㟇ⷨথ䚼䮼ⱘਬᎹ䛑খϢ݊ЁǄҪӀ⫮㟇Ўℸ䖬ࠊᅮњϮࡵ䅵
ߦˈࣙᣀᑈ⫳ѻⳂᷛ䫔ଂⳂᷛǄᭈϾℎ䆜⌏ࡼ⬅䆹݀ৌࠡӏҎ
䌘⑤䚼㒣⧚ϔㄪߦǄࣙᣀկᑨᮍϢ䌁фᮍ㘨ড়ℎ䆜ǃߚ䫔ℎ
䆜ҹঞᡔᴃⲫしⱘݙϔ㋏߫⟚⚌ᗻџӊ䖿Փ䆹݀ৌҹᵕⱘҷ
Ӌ䞡ᮄᓎゟढϮࡵˈᑊЁℶϢℎ䆜կᑨᮍǃਬᎹҹঞߚ䫔ଚⱘ
ण䆂ˈৠᯊϢᆊ݀ৌЁℶড়ӭԈ݇㋏Ǆ↿᮴⭥䯂ˈ䖭ᰃϔϾ
ᚼ⮯ⱘᬭ䆁Ǆ



࣮੩
ϔ䍋Ḝ՟⍝ঞϔᆊⶹৡҧټ䖲䫕䍙ᏖǄ䆹䍙Ꮦⱘϔԡ催
㑻䞛䌁ਬ˄ᴀ᭛៥Ӏ⿄݊ЎAnita˅ᬊফњⳌᔧѢ㒣Ѹᯧ乱
ⱒߚПϝकⱘಲᠷǄ䆹䞛䌁ਬ䋳䋷Ў䍙Ꮦ䞛䌁᭄䞣Ꮌⱘᑆ䋻亳
કϢ䜦㊒佂᭭Ǆℸ䖛ЁˈཌྷҢ䫔ଂᮍ㦋ᕫࣙᣀಲᠷǃ⼐કҹ
ঞ㸹ࡽⱘݙϔ㋏߫ད໘ˈৠᯊ䗮䖛ᇚ㞾Ꮕ᠔៤ゟⱘ݀ৌ˄ҹ݊
↡҆Ϣ⬋টৡН˅Ў䍙Ꮦկᑨଚ䖭ϔ↉ᴹ䇟প߽ⲞǄ✊㗠ᅲ
䰙Ϟˈ䖭ѯ݀ৌᑊ䴲ᅲԧᄬⱘǄ䆹䞛䌁ਬ䗮䖛䌁фᏺ᳝ಲᠷⱘ
ଚકᴹᅲ⦄ℎ䆜ˈৠᯊ䖬ҎЎㆵᬍ⬉ᄤӋ㋏㒳Ǆ᳔㒜Ў⬋ট
ྏᄤⱘẔВˈ䍙Ꮦথ⦄њ䆹䞛䌁ਬⱘℎ䆜㸠Ўᑊᇚ݊ᓔ䰸Ǆ
䖬᳝ϔ䍋Ḝ՟⍝ঞϔᆊ䎼≑䔺䜡ӊ⫳ѻଚǄ䆹⫳ѻଚ䲛Է
њϔԡⳌ䉠֞ᳫǃ㛥ㄟ♉⌏ⱘᑈ䕏Ҏ˄៥Ӏ⿄݊ЎBill˅Ў݊
Ёऎ䫔ଂᘏ㒣⧚Ǆ✊㗠ˈBill⾬ᆚ៤ゟњϔᆊ݀ৌ˄⬅݊ܘᓳ
Fred㒣㧹˅ᑊᇚ᠔݀ৌⱘѻક⫳ѻᡔᴃ䕀⿏ܹ㞾Ꮕⱘᆊᮣ݀
ৌǄ䱣ⴔᆊᮣ݀ৌⱘϡᮁথሩˈBillৠᯊজᇚ᠔݀ৌⱘㅵ⧚ᡔ
ᴃ䕀⿏䖛ᴹǄ㑺ϗᑈПৢˈBillজ䇈᳡䲛ЏϢ݊ᆊᮣ݀ৌড়
៤ゟড়䌘ӕϮˈैৠᯊ䲛Џ䱤ⵦ㞾ᏅⱘⳌ߽݇ⲞǄℸˈ䗮䖛
䖭ϔ㋏߫↉Billϡᮁഄ⾬ᆚথሩໂ㞾Ꮕ݀ৌⱘϮࡵǄҪܜ
ৢ៤ゟњ᭄ᆊᄤ݀ৌˈᑊᇚ݊㒇ܹ᠔݀ৌⱘѻકկᑨ䫒ЁǄৠ
ᯊˈBillⱘᆊᮣ݀ৌ䖬ӓ䗴њ䆹䎼݀ৌⱘѻકˈᑊ䅵ߦ៤Ў䆹
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䎼݀ৌᅶ᠋ⱘϔॳྟ䆒ࠊ䗴ଚǄकᑈПˈݙBillⱘ݀ৌ៤
Ў䆹䎼݀ৌⱘϔϾ᳝ゲѝᇍǄℸᯊˈBill䕲এњ䎼݀ৌ
ⱘᎹᑊᓔྟ݀ᓔ㒣㧹㞾Ꮕⱘ݀ৌˈ᳔㒜݀ৌᅲ⦄њ⍖᭭ǃ䜡ӊ
Ϣ៤કⱘൖⳈᭈড়Ǆ
Bill៤ゟњ㙵݀ৌᑊޚЁ㙵⼼ᏖഎϞᏖǄ݊݀ৌѻ
કϢ䆹䎼݀ৌѻક䖯㸠ᏖഎⳈゲѝᯊˈ᳝Ꮌⱘ៤ᴀӬ
Ǆ✊㗠ˈҪⱘࠡӏ䲛Џकᑈݙᇍℸコϔ᮴᠔ⶹǄ

ጺևྫྫᅃኪ
ҹϞḜ՟Ёˈফᆇ݀ৌ᮴ϔ՟ᗑ⬹њᴀⱘϮࡵࠊˈ
ৠᯊ㔎У䰡Ԣ♒䲒থ⫳ᴎ⥛ⱘᖙ㽕↉˗ˈᇍѢ䯂乬ⱘᯢᰒ
ᕕܚডᑨ䖛Ѣ䖳㓧ǄЁⱘℎ䆜џӊথ⫳⥛㑺ᰃ㕢ⱘಯ˗ס
䖭ѯџӊТ䛑থ⫳䖭ḋϔϾ㚠᱃ϟ˖Ā䖙䗳㟈ᆠāⱘ⼒Ӯব
䴽ҹঞ㒣⌢ⱘথሩ㟈Փ⾕㧹䚼䮼Ϣ᳝݀䚼䮼ᅇ⫳ߎњ催⥛ⱘ䌓
䌖㜤䋹㸠ЎǄϡҙབℸˈ㗗㰥ࠄӫ䎼݀ৌϢ݊ढߚ݀ৌ䯈
ⱘ᭛࣪Ꮒᓖˈⱑ乚⢃㔾䗮ᐌᕜ䲒㹿থ⦄ᑊঞᯊߎخಲᑨǄ
䖭ϔᏂᓖᰃӫⱘ᳔䞡㽕㋴ПϔǄᇍѢ㽓ᮍ䎼݀ৌᴹ
䇈ˈ≵᳝ҔМ᭛࣪㛑ڣЁ᭛࣪䙷ḋ䅽Ҏ㾝ᕫབℸ䘹䖰䲒
ҹ⧚㾷Ǆ䎼݀ৌᘏ䚼ҹঞഄऎҷ㸼ᕔᕔᇍѢҪӀЁߚ݀ৌⱘ
ݙ䚼䖤㧹ϔ᮴᠔ⶹǄ䖭⾡ϔ᮴᠔ⶹⱘ⢊މᅶ㾖ϞህЎ䙷ѯӕᅲ
㸠ℎ䆜ⱘ᮴䘧ᖋϾҎ߯䗴њᴎӮˈᔶ៤䇅ᚥˈЎҪӀ䅸Ў㞾Ꮕ
ⱘℎ䆜㸠ЎϡӮ㹿থ⦄Ǆџᅲгⱘ⹂བℸˈТᕜᇥ᳝䎼ӕϮ
㛑៤ࡳ䎼䍞䖭ϔᏂᓖ䱰Ǆ

ඍ݄ൕวথة
䗮ᐌ݀ৌᘏ䚼㗙偏催㑻㒣⧚ᇍढߚ݀ৌ㔎У҆䑿
㾺ˈᇍ݊䖤㧹㸼⦄ᕫϡ݇ᖗϨ᮴⊩ࠄخϢ㑻ਬᎹֱᣕ㘨㋏˗
ҪӀ䖛Ѣձ䌪ਞ˄䗮ᐌᴹ㞾Ѣϔԡᔧഄ㣅䇁䕗དⱘ䲛ਬ˅Ϟⱘ
ϔϸ⚍ᴹњ㾷݀ৌⱘ䖤㧹⢊މǄ䆹䲛ਬᕔᕔ䲚᭄ᴗѢϔ䑿ᑊϨϡ
ফࠊ㑺ഄࠊ݀ৌⱘᭈϾϮࡵ˖䇁㿔ǃϢഄᮍᬓᑰⱘ㘨㋏ǃݙ䚼
㔥㒰ǃ䚼⼒Ӯ㔥㒰ǃϢկᑨଚߚ䫔ଚⱘⳈ㾺ˈҹঞ݀ৌ
ݙ䚼݊ҪਬᎹⱘᬜᖴǄϢℸⳌডˈ䙷ѯᏠᳯ㸼䖒䘧ᖋϞϡ⒵ⱘ催
㑻ਬᎹᕔᕔ≵᳝⏴䘧Ϣᘏ䚼ᰃ偏ढ㈡催㑻㒣⧚䖯㸠≳䗮ˈા
ᗩᰃҪӀ㽕∛䯂乬Ǆ䖭ϔߛЎℎ偫Ϣℎ䆜㚆њ㙹≗ⱘຸǄ
ᛣ℆⍜䰸䰡Ԣ䖭㉏亢䰽ⱘ䎼݀ৌᖙ乏䞛প〇عᑇ㸵ⱘᮑˈ
䖭㉏ᮑ⍝ঞЁ㈡ਬᎹϢ偏ढ㈡ਬᎹⱘ↨⥛ǃҎ䌘⑤ㅵ
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⧚ǃẔᶹǃ䆁ǃⳌѦࠊ㸵Ϣݙ䚼ࠊǄ

ዐࡔǖቋภतূܮࡔాิׂጺኵڦ16%
ϢĀᏂᓖā䯂乬ᙃᙃⳌ݇ⱘᰃᔧҞ⼒Ӯ䆌Ҏⱘᖗ⧚⢊ᗕҹ
ঞᎼⱘ⼒Ӯय़üüᇸ݊ᰃᑈ䕏ҎǄ䞥䪅㛑ᏺᴹໄᳯˈℸ䆌
Ҏᳳᳯ䗮䖛᥋ᕘᢹ᳝᠓ሟǃ≑䔺ҹঞ༶՜કǄ࣫Ҁⶹৡᄺ⏙
ढᄺᄺ㗙Ԅ䅵ˈ↣ᑈЁ⫳ݙѻᘏؐⱘ16%䛑ᰃ㹿ℎ䆜Ϣ㜤
䋹㸠Ў᠔䳡ˈ㗠㕢ⱘⳌᑨؐҙЎ4%Ǆ
䴶ᇍབℸᣥˈ䖥ᴹ䍞ᴹ䍞ⱘ݀ৌ䞛পњ᱂䘡ⱘ䘧ᖋ߭ޚ
ㅵ⧚ˈᇍ䲛ਬǃपᮍǃߚ䫔ᮍҹঞ┰ⱘড়䌘ӭԈᰃᬊ䌁ᇍ䈵
ᅲ㸠џࠡẔᶹǄৠᯊ៥Ӏথ⦄ড়㾘ᗻᅵ䅵䍞ᴹ䍞ഄ㹿䞛⫼Ǆㅔ
㿔Пˈ䖭ѯ݀ৌ䞛⫼њࡴ㓐ড়ⱘᮍᓣˈࣙᣀሑ㘠䇗ᶹǃ㚠᱃ᅵ
ᶹǃᇍݙ䚼ࠊོᆇ㸠Ў㗙ϡ䘧ᖋ㸠Ўⱘ⿃ᵕডᑨˈҹঞᦤկ
ℎ䆜⫘߿䕀⿏乘䄺ᴎࠊǄ

๑փڤڢႜྺࣅ݆ݥ
ৃҹⳟࠄӫ݀ৌ㟈Ѣ㸠Ў߭ޚ䘧ᖋⱘ߭ޚᓩܹࡴ
ᔎǄҪӀ䲛Էড়ৠկᑨଚϢߚ䫔ଚড়ৠЁࡴܹ䖭ѯ߭ޚᴵ
ℒˈҹՓϡ䘧ᖋ㸠Ў䴲⊩࣪˄ᇸ݊䩜ᇍ݀ৌਬᎹϢϮࡵゲѝᇍ
ⱘ⾬ᆚ࣒㒧˅Ǆ䕗Ўܜ䖯ⱘ݀ৌ䗮䖛ࡴᔎ䘧ᖋᛣ䆚Ϣ䖯㸠ড়㾘
䆁Փ݊ਬᎹҹঞড়ӭԈሹ㸠䘧ᖋ߭ޚǄ
៥Ӏথ⦄ˈ䗮ᐌ᳝ܼ⧗ᕅડⱘൟӕϮᓎゟⱘẔВ⛁
㒓ˈЎ᭛࣪ҹঞ䇁㿔ⱘᏂᓖˈЁᑊϡ㛑᳝ᬜ໘⧚݀ৌ䖤㧹
Ё䘛ࠄⱘ䯂乬ǄϢЁⳌ䱨ञϾഄ⧗ⱘܼ⧗Ꮅ㾚ᅬḍᴀ᮴⊩њ㾷
Ёߚ݀ৌⱘ䖤㧹⡍⚍Ǆ✊㗠᳝ᖙ㽕ᓎゟϔᴵৃ䴴ⱘ⏴䘧ҹՓਬ
Ꮉǃկᑨଚǃ㒣䫔ଚǃড়ӭԈǃᅶ᠋ҹঞ݊Ҫ߽ⲞⳌ݇ᮍ㛑
ᴎᵘⳌ݇Ҏਬਞ㞾Ꮕ᠔݇⊼ⱘ䘧ᖋ䯂乬Ǆℸϔѯ݀ৌ⦄
ℷᓎゟ⡍߿⛁㒓ˈϧ䮼⫼Ѣ໘⧚Ёথ⫳ⱘᡩ䆝䯂乬Ǆ᠔᳝䖭ѯ
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䛑ؐᕫথሩǄ

ᇨݞቋڦዷᄲٯแǖ
• ᇍਬᎹǃपᮍǃߚ䫔ଚҹঞ䕀पᮍㄝⳌ݇ᮍⱘ㚠᱃ᅵᶹ
• ϡሔ䰤Ѣ䌘ѻ䋳؎㸼ⱘሑ㘠䇗ᶹüüᇍϾҎᴗⱘ㑺ᴳ
• ࡴᔎݙ䚼ࠊⲥⴷ
• ݙ䚼ᑣড়㾘ᗻẔᶹ
• ᇍ݀ৌਬᎹ䖯㸠ഄᮍ⊩Ϣ䰙⊩ᬭ㚆ᑊ⹂ֱ݊䙉ᅜ
• ᠻ㸠ݙ䚼ᅵ䅵ǃℎ䆜亢䰽䆘ԄϢ䖛䆘Ӌ
• 䞛⫼䘧ᖋ˄߭ޚCOE˅ᑊՓড়㑺ㅒ䅶Ⳍ݇ᮍফ݊㑺ᴳ
• 䖯㸠䘧ᖋᛣ䆚䆁ՓਬᎹҹঞড়ӭԈሹ㸠䘧ᖋ߭ޚ
• 䞛⫼ẔВ⛁㒓ᑊϨ䅸ⳳᇍᕙ䘧ᖋ䯂乬ⱘ⬇䆝
• ᓩܹࠊ㸵ᴎࠊҹ乘䰆䎼䚼䮼ⱘ࣒㒧㸠Ў
• 䞛⫼҆㞾ㅵ⧚ᮍᓣ
• 䞛প⏙᱄ᯢⱑⱘ࿕ᜥ㸠ЎˈϹᚽ䖱⢃㗙
• 䄺ᚩ䴶Āᐂ⌒āݙ䚼ⱘ㉏ᖴ䆮
• 䕗དഄㅵ⧚᭛࣪Ꮒᓖˈ䙓ܡᢝᐂ㒧⌒⦄䈵
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